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"The next big killer 
application for the Internet 
is going to be education. 
Education over the 
Internet is going to be so 
big it is going to make e-
mail usage look like a 
rounding error in terms of 
the Internet capacity it will 
consume." 
John Chambers, COMDEX ’99  conference



You want to learn 
something.

What do you do?



@ SMS



Teachback
Motivating

Alternative perspectives
Problem solving

Giving permission

Critiquing

Problem sharing

Supporting

Sharing

Division of labour

Challenging

Filtering

Confirming

Finding

Caring

Identity forming

Validation

Protecting

Encouraging

Affirming

Sharing

Inspiring



and yet...



So, what do teachers 
actually do?

http://padlet.com/jondron/teachers

http://padlet.com/jondron/teachers


filtering

inspiring

caring

managing

modelling

helping

tellingfinding
showing

supporting

encouraging
challenging protecting

designing
guiding

problematizing 

organizing

connecting
resolving

assessing forming

sharing



The Legend of 
the Lone Teacher



How many teachers are 
there in this picture?



How many teachers are 
there in this picture?



Timetables teach too



We are swimming in a sea full of 
teachers, and we are all teachers. 

So what is going on here?



How it all began...



What follows

timetables

terms

courses

classes

rules & regulations

accreditation

learning outcomes curricula
programs

faculties

schools

seminars

lectures
tutorials

assignments exams

libraries desks

textbooks
universities

semesters

convocations

tests



people that do not want to be there
a context that is by definition 

demotivating

And, most importantly…



Classroom motivation 
problems

competence

autonomy relatedness

?
http://selfdeterminationtheory.org

Deci, E.L., & Ryan, R.M. (2000). The “What” 
and “Why” of goal pursuits: Human needs 
and the self-determination of behaviour. 

Psychological Inquiry, 11, 227-268



locks 
and 

clocks



What happens when you 
take away the power of the 

teacher (but keep the 
same pedagogies)?

http://cogdogblog.com/2012/11/27/owning-massive/
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E-learning freedoms…

Dron & Anderson 2014 - extending Morten Paulsen’s theory of cooperative freedom



Beyond the classroom…



setnet

group
Universi)es,	  	  
Departments,	  
Companies,	  
Na)ons,	  
Tribes

Social	  networks	  -‐	  
	  Friends,	  Work,	  	  
Community	  

Subject	  areas,	  
Geographically	  
collocated	  people,	  
People	  with	  shared	  
characteris)cs,	  
abili)es,	  etc

Classes,	  
Tutorial	  groups,	  
Seminars,	  
Project	  teams

Ad-‐hoc	  learning	  
networks,	  
Clubs	  &	  socie)es,	  
Communities of 

practice

Wiki	  editors,	  
Alumni	  networks,	  
Communi)es	  of	  interest	  

Social forms for online learning



The collective

capture processing

presentation



Generations of  
distance learning pedagogies

1.Behaviourist/Cogni1ve	  	  

2.Social	  construc1vist	  

3.Connec1vist	  	  

4.Holist	  (?)

Anderson,	  T.,	  &	  Dron,	  J.	  (2011).	  Three	  genera)ons	  of	  
distance	  educa)on	  pedagogy.	  Interna(onal	  Review	  of	  
Research	  on	  Distance	  and	  Open	  Learning,	  12(3),	  80-‐97

net

group

set

individual

collective



Traditional 
teaching is all 
about groups



rules

names

hierarchies

norms

pace

sequence

power relationships

structure

collaboration or contest

membership

duration

rites of joining and leaving

exclusion

leaders

rituals



The wise group

collaborating on tasks support

social capital

pre-planned learning

trust
reducing loneliness

developing networks

caring

process management

efficient use of experts





The stupid group
limited viewpoints

groupthink

inefficiency

scalability

limits on learner control

institutional/teacher control
extrinsic motivation

exclusionary uniform pace

out of context admin overheads



other social 
forms

the setthe net



networks
people you know

 I store my knowledge in my friends (Karen Stephenson)





The wise network

finding answers
motivation

social capital inspiration

serendipity

learner control

reducing loneliness

lifelong learning

scalability
adaptation

situated



The stupid network
preferential attachment

inefficient paths

echo chambers

connection trumps wisdom
lack of structure

lack of process
lack of direction Matthew Effect

distraction narcissism



sets
people with shared attributes in a shared space





The wise set

finding answers
finding people

starting groups and networks
diverse perspectives

serendipity

learner control

discovery

reducing loneliness

exploring topics
anonymity

scalability



The stupid set
anonymity lack of process

weak social ties

stupid people

lack of caring

bad people

lack of structure

reliability

lack of trust

trolls





a small experiment...



How many circles?



the answer

n=46

n=45

n=44



The wise collective



e.g. Google Search

PR(A) = (1-d) + d(PR(t1)/C(t1) + ... + PR(tn)/C(tn))



e.g. Wikipedia



e.g. StackOverflow



Athabasca Landing
https://landing.athabascau.ca/



deliberate support for
sets nets groups

and collectives



Distributed 
content



Distributed 
support



Personal sense-
making



The final nail? Distributed 
accreditation



The end of the 
line?



This is not the problem…



This is the problem…



I am a part of all 
that I have met…
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“the orchestration of phenomena for 
some use”

(W. Brian Arthur)

technology



learning 
technologies

where pedagogy is 
part of the 
orchestrated 
assembly



Merci bien!

http://teachingcrowds.ca

jond@athabascau.ca
@jondron
jondron@gmail.com
http://jondron.ca

✉


